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Pl@ntNet citizen science platform
Bridging the taxonomic gap thanks to an innovative 

crowdsourcing workflow 



Pl@ntNet app 
3.5 M downloads

24 M sessions
10-50 K users / day 

170 Countries

3



Pl@ntNet architecture

Plant Observations Storage 
NoSQL (CouchDB)

Image representation learning 
Deep learning: ConvNet (Inception model)

Species Prediction 
Flora-based filtering 

& 
Fusion of multiple views

Similarity Search (CBIR)

Flora 1
Visual index

Flora 2
Visual index

Flora n
Visual index

...

Web API (REST)  & ORCHESTRATOR

Front-Ends (Androïd, IoS, Web)

Machine 
Learning



How far are we from covering the 
world’s flora ?

50%

30%

7%

80%

Pl@ntNet  used in all countries but only on a fraction of the 370K species 

About 10K species in today’s Pl@ntNet app Pl@ntNet + Encyclopedia of Life + GBIF
70 K species illustrated by more than 1 image

20 K species illustrated by more than 30 images

 



Ongoing work: global web crawl

ThePlantList: “the only working list of all plant species” (370K species)
Vascular plants (flowering plants, conifers, ferns) and Bryophytes (mosses, liverworts)

Bing Image Search API to collect raw illustrations of the 300K vascular plants
Balanced crawl of a maximum of 50 images per species

Post-filtering rules to clean-up the data 
If genus_name in (Title or Caption) and species_name in (Title or Caption ), then valid
If page contains other names of species in the same genus, reject
If image is returned in different species, then reject



Are we ready for the big one ?
- Objective = 300K species (about 5M images)
- Largest published evaluation  = LifeCLEF 1K species (100K images)
- Deep learning solutions are far away outperforming other methods 



pixels species

What is a deep neural network ?



pixels species

Learning by back-propagation

2. Back-propagate error and update weights 

1. Feed forward: recursive activation function 



Bio-inspiration
❖ Increasing abstraction levels, as in the brain



Transfer learning (fine-tuning)

Problem: CNNs require huge training data to learn the millions of parameters 
Solution: Learn domain specific features by transfer learning

1. Train CNN on a generalist image dataset with millions of images
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Transfer learning (fine-tuning)

Problem: CNNs require huge training data to learn the millions of parameters 
Solution: Learn domain specific features by transfer learning

1. Train CNN on a generalist image dataset with millions of images
2. Keep the weights of the lowest layers but remove/reset the top layers
3. Feed forward and back-propagate new domain specific images (with usually 

a different number of classes C)

New output layer

 

Layer 7



Transfer learning visualization



The power of transfer learning
Transfer learning usually works for any domain                 

Table 1 - accuracy measured on several fine-grained image classification datasets

Even very specific ones:

Rice seeds varieties recognition 
100 classes, 1 500 texture images

GoogLeNet trained from scratch 58.1%

GoogLeNet pre-trained on ImageNet 70.4%

Herbaria species recognition 
255 classes, 11K herbaria sheets

Trademark Logos Car models Paris Buildings Aircraft models Bird species Flower species

GoogLeNet trained from scratch 67.7% 59.3% 55.3% 72.7% 24.4% 59.5%

GoogLeNet pre-trained on ImageNet 87.5% 79.9% 71.3% 88.1% 72.4% 89.5%

GoogLeNet trained from scratch 8.8%

GoogLeNet pre-trained on ImageNet 52.4%



Can deep NN’s scale-up to 300K 
classes ?
Not directly, the NN won’t fit in GPU memory, in particular the output layer:

300K classes x 10K visual features =  3 billions weights (12 Gb)

Extremely low inter-class variability

PlantCLEF 1K ThePlantList 300K

vs.vs. vs.



Taxonomy: a key for scalability and 
confusion issues ?
Taxonomy = a hierarchical classification built by botanists for hundreds of years

→ 14K genus, 600 families
→ Species of the same genus are likely to share morphological attributes

But, taxonomy is highly imbalanced and heterogeneous 
Some genus with up to 1000 very similar species
Some genus with few but very distinct species
Many genus with only one species 
The long tail distribution occurs at each level and in each node

Classical hierarchical classification algorithms can be not be employed 
without precaution 



Ongoing work
- Multi-level SOFTMAX loss

- Different from hierarchical SOFTMAX which optimizes a path in the taxonomy

- Muti-level SOFTMAX loss: optimize the prediction at all levels of the taxonomy

risk of cascaded error

with SOFTMAX function

ConvNet

Classifiers 

- Objectives: faster convergence, transfer knowledge, label noise 
robustness



Ongoing work
- Taxonomy-based parallelisation

- Challenge: how to find the best genus partition ?
- Random: well balanced but not optimal (top-K genus are on different servers)
- Visually similar genus clustering: based on confusion matrix and spectral clustering ?

Master genus classifier (14K genus)

Species classifiers (1K genus each), with multi-level softmax

top-K genus



What we will (hopefully) have in 
one year ?
A great world’s scale classifier at the genus level (14 K) and family level (600)  

- The crawl of the 270K species will allow tackling the intra-class variability

A functional and evaluable classifier on more than 200K species 
- A public web service for researchers (to evaluate or use it)
- A better understanding of species similarities and distinctions (e.g. in different regions) 
- Might help discovering taxonomic errors, duplicates, synonyms, etc.

A pre-trained Net dedicated to plants that might be used for further transfer learning 
or fine-tuning based applications (plant health, phenotyping, etc.)



MERCI


